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I. ACTIVITIES OF THE CENTRE
The Centre for Applied Social Sciences is a mu l t i ­
disciplinary research and teaching department within the Faculty 
of Social Science in the University of Natal.
1.1 A Research Centre
The Centre for Applied Social Sciences, formerly the 
Institute for Social Research has been operating successfully 
since 1954. The Centre functions as a department in the Faculty 
under the Directorship of Professor Lawrence Schlemmer. The 
Development Studies Unit within it is under the direction of 
Professor Jill Nattrass. The Centre's main activity 1s in the 
field of applied and basic social research. Studies are 
undertaken by individual members of staff and by research teams 
under the supervision of the Director and other senior-members of 
staff. Since its establishment the Centre has been approached 
by a wide range of organisations which have wished to sponsor 
projects related to various issues in South African life such as 
industrial and intergroup relations, work attitudes, housing 
environments, community needs, black advancement, quality of 
life, political attitudes and opinions, and development studies 
of various kinds. The results of studies undertaken in the 
Centre are disseminated to sponsors and the interested public 
through the Centre's publication service. (A list of current 
projects appears under III and IV below.)
1.2 A Publication Service for the General Public
The Centre is widely known for Its publishing activity. 
More than 350 titles covering numerous topical issues 1n South 
African society have been made available to the public for 
purchase. Publications series Include research reports, 
communications, fact papers, monographs and occasional papers, 
conference proceedings, and journal articles.
1.3 Teaching in Applied Social Sciences
The Centre provides training 1n what may be described as 
socio-economic development at the postgraduate level. A two 
year part-time or one year full-time Honours and Postgraduate 
Diploma in Applied Social Sciences are offered to persons who 
hold a suitable degree in social sciences. The courses 
introduce students to theoretical and practical issues in social 
and economic development in society generally and 1n 
organisational and community settings, offer advanced research 
training, and training in the evaluation of s o d a !  and 
development programmes. Students also participate in practical 
research tasks in the field of development and change. The 
courses are designed to prepare students for developmentally- 
oriented work and research 1n voluntary organisation, in 
industry, in the civil service and in community programmes of 
various kinds. The Honours Programme and the Diploma cover the 
same fields, but the Honours course is in greater depth.
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1.4 The Development Studies Unit in the Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences
Since 1982 a Development Studies Unit, headed by Professor 
Jill Nattrass, has been operative as a sub-department in the 
Centre. The Unit aims at providing a focus for the 
concentration of development efforts on the Third World 
environment in South and Southern Africa. The Unit undertakes 
research into the development needs of communities and regions in 
Southern Africa, motivation and organisation for urban and rural 
development and will evaluate practical alternative strategies 
for development. The Unit is also a teaching unit and offers 
course work towards the Masters Degree, specialising in 
Development Studies. The Development Studies Unit also 
contributes to the research and teaching programmes in the Centre 
generally and vice-versa.
1.5 Maurice Webb Race Relations Unit
In 1984, the Maurice Webb Trust endowed a Senior Fellowship 
in Race Relations. The Unit undertakes research and publishes 
specifically in the field of race relations and problems surrounding 
the issue of race in South Africa.
1.6 The Communication Role of the Centre
The Centre for Applied Social Sciences is well-known for its 
interest and participation in community and national areas of 
concern. Members of the Centre staff serve as consultants to 
and expert advisors on a wide range of industrial, civic, 
political, planning and research bodies. University departments 
and practitioners frequently rely upon the Centre's expertise in 
solving practical and theoretical research problems. The Centre 
also provides a forum for the discussion of current issues by 
convening workshops and seminars for members of the academic 
community and practitioners in the field.
1.7 A Monitoring Service provided by the Centre: INDICATOR SA
A Data Resource Unit was established in 1983 within the 
Centre which aims to collect and analyse indicators of social 
change and development in South African society. The monitoring 
tasks of the Unit include newspapers and media analyses, the 
collection of statistics on development in a wide range of 
organisational settings, regular systematic surveys of opinion, 
ad hoc surveys of crisis situations, and the presentations of 
scenarios of emergent socio-political conditions in South Africa. 
As a service to the community the results of the Unit's 
monitoring studies are distributed to a subscriber-panel at 
quarterly intervals, under the title of INDICATOR SA.
II PRESENT STRUCTURE OF THE CENTRE
2.1 At present, the Centre has the following posts which are 
full-time university positions:
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PERMANENT STAFF
Centre for Applied Social Sciences
Director/Professor:
Senior Research Fellow/
Senior Lecturer:
Maurice Webb Senior Fellow 
in Race Relations:
Research Fel1ow/Lecturer: 
Research Fel1ow/Lecturer: 
Technician (Data processing and 
computer work):
Secretary/Senior Administrative 
Assistant:
Typist/Administrative Assistant: 
Part-time Typist:
Office Assistant:
Professor Lawrence Schlemmer
Dr. Valerie Miller
Paul Zulu 
Francie Lund 
Roger Allen
Ethne de Groot
Nicolette Wells 
Mary-Anne Strydom 
Glynis Malcolm-Smith 
Mary Mkhize
CONTRACT STAFF CURRENTLY EMPLOYED IN THE CENTRE
Research Officer:
Research Officer:
Research Officer:
Research Officer:
Research Officer:
Research Officer:
Research Officer:
Part-time Research Officer: 
Part-time Research Officer: 
Part-time Research Officer: 
Technical Officer:
Library Assistant:
Part-time Library Assistant: 
Part-time Promotions Coordinator: 
Part-time Typist:
Monica Bot 
Catherine Cross 
Penelope Geerdts 
El da Morran 
Edward Russell 
Graham Howe 
Trudi Coughlin 
George Smith 
Diana Haycock 
Jeff Zingel 
Maria Criticos 
Debbie Quin 
Barbara Gumede 
Myrna Berkowitz 
Patsy Wickham
The Centre employs the following Part-time interviewers:
Dionis Dlamini, Constance Ngcobo, Barbara Mtembu, Themba Mzimela.
GRADUATE ASSISTANTS:
Craig Demmer 
Thokozile Nkabinde
4.
Development Studies Unit
Professor of Development Studies 
Research Fellow/Lecturer 
Part-time Research Fellow 
Junior Research Fellow 
Junior Research Fellow 
Junior Research Fellow 
Junior Research Fellow 
Junior Research Fellow 
Technical Assistant 
Secretary 
Typist
Office Assistant
Professor Jill Nattrass 
Dr Paul Wellings 
Elizabeth Ardington 
Anthony Black 
Dulcie Krige 
Julian May 
Zamakhozi Mpanza 
Nicoli Nattrass 
Barbara Duffy 
Lesley Anderson 
Charmaine Chan 
Bethwell Dlamini
The Director and the Professor of Development Studies are members 
of the Senate of the University and of the Board of the Faculty 
of Social Science.
The Centre's accommodation and physical resources consist of 17 
offices, a small library, a seminar room, a duplicating room, a 
storeroom, word processors, electronic programmable calculators, 
a computer punch, cameras, tape recorders, a vehicle, a 
duplicating machine and a photocopier. The Development Studies 
Unit has an office complex with similar resources housed 
separately.
2.2 FINANCE:
The Centre, as with any department, has free accommodation at the 
University, and in addition, telephone and postage costs are 
borne by the University. The University contributes the 
salaries and the usual additional benefits connected with all 
permanent posts. In addition, a small departmental grant and a 
library grant are received from the University.
Funds for undertaking research, for the purchase of research 
equipment and the employment of ad hoc research staff have to be 
obtained by the Centre itself, mainly in the form of grants for 
particular projects. At the end of 1984 the Centre had somewhat 
overRIOOOOO for purposes of conducting research, most of which 
was tied to particular projects. Projects are, however, costed 
in such a way as to provide for a modest accumulation of money to 
purchase equipment and maintain continuity. The Centre's funds 
are administered by the University Finance Office.
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III. LIST OF PROJECTS ONGOING IN THE CENTRE OVER THE 12 MONTHS UP TO 31/12/84
3.1 Durban Metropolitan Recreation Survey Update 
Prof. L. Schlemmer
Sponsor: Town and Regional Planning Commission, Natal Provincial
Administration
3.2 The Reaction of Coloured and White Residents of Port St, Johns to 
Control of the Area by an African (Transkeian) Administration.
Prof.L. Schlemmer, Mr. Clive Napier.
Sponsor: South African Institute of Race Relations. (Completed 1985)
3.3 Political Change in South Africa: Trend Analysis 
Prof. L. Schlemmer with assistants.
Sponsor: Ford Foundation, U.S.A. with various minor grants from
local sources. (Completed 1985)
3.4 The Relationship Between Social Stress, Personality Responses and 
Duodenal Ulceration among Africans and Indians in Durban.
Dr. Phillipa Clark, Dept, of Psychology, Mrs. Jean Mason, Dept, of 
Social Work, University of Durban-Westville, Prof. M.G. Moshal,
Medical School, University of Natal, (Deceased) Prof. L. Schlemmer 
and numerous assistants.
Sponsors: Medical Research Council and internal funds of the
Centre for Applied Social Sciences. (Major report completed 1983, 
other work ongoing).
3.5 Conceptualisation of the Environment, Cognitive Models and 
educational Level among Rural and Urban Africans.
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Ms Davine lhaw and assistants.
Sponsor: Cooperative Scientific Programmes of the Council for
Scientific and Industrial Research. (Completed 1985).
3.6 A Baseline Study of Quality of Life in South Africa and the 
Standardisation of an instrument for the Measurement of Oualitv
of Life.---------------------------------------------------------L
Prof. L. Schlemmer and Dr. Valerie Miller with a Committee composed 
of personnel from the Human Sciences Research Council and the 
Cooperative Scientific Programmes of the Council for Scientific 
and Industrial Research.
Sponsors: Human Sciences Research Council, Cooperative Scientific
Programmes of the Council for Scientific and Industrial Research 
and the Urban Foundation, (ongoing)
3.7 Community, Land and Development in KwaZulu: An Empirical Study
of Values, Organisation and Tenure7
Miss. C. Cross
Sponsor: Dept, of Cooperation and Development. (Completed 1985).
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3.8 The Problems and Processes of Black Advancement in South Africa. 
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Mr. Roger Allen, Miss Sylvia Wei la, Mr. M.D. 
McGrath, Ms. Elda Morran and assistants.
Sponsor; The Anglo American Corporation of South Africa. (Ongoing)
3.9 Migrant Work in South Africa: Patterns of Adaptation and
Manifestations of Stress. '
Dr. Valerie Miller and Prof. L. Schlemmer and assistants.
Sponsors: The Unit of Futures Research, University of
Stellenbosch and Urban Foundation. (Completed 1982, further 
reports in preparation).
3.10 Migrant Workers' Plans for Domicile and Retirement in Relation 
to the Conditions and the Resource Base in the Rural Areas.
Dr. Valerie Mpller.
Sponsor: Council for Scientific and Industrial Research. (Ongoing)
3.11 Urban Residential Preferences of Hostel-dWelling Migrants.
Dr. Valerie Mpller and Prof. L. Schlemmer
Sponsor: A private company. (Completed 1985)
3.12 The Development of an Educational Bridging Programme for Black 
'School-leavers with an Associated Course-development Programme 
for Black Teachers.
Ms. Han lie McCarthy and Prof. L. Schlemmer
Sponsor: The Konrad Adenauer Stiftung. (Completed 1985)
3.13 An In-depth Evaluation of the Pensions Strikes among Black Workers 
in Natal, 1982.
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Mr. Temba Nzimande, Ms. Loretta van Schalkwyk 
and Mr. Robert Lambert of the Dept, of Sociology, University of 
Natal, and assistants.
Sponsors: Various Natal industries. (Ongoing)
3.14 An Examination of Factors Predisposing to Success or Failure in 
Rural CommunitiTHealth Programmes.
Ms. Francie Lund.
Sponsor: The Centre for Applied Social Sciences. (Ongoing)
3.15 The Assessment of the Effectiveness of Media Communication in 
Fostering Acceptance of Community Health Screening.
Ms. Francie Lund.
Sponsor: Community Research Unit/Health Care Trust. (Ongoing).
3.15 Indicator South Africa: A Socio-Political Monitor of Change.
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Prof. J. Nattrass, Dr. V. Mpller and a team 
of researchers.
Sponsors: Misereor and numerous S.A. firms. (Ongoing)
3.17 Job Satisfaction and Work Attitudes among Staff in Nation-wide 
Manufacturing CorporationsT 
Prof. L. Schlemmer
Sponsors: Private companies. (Ongoing)
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3.18 Job Satisfaction and Work Attitudes among Staff in a Petroleum 
Refining Company in Durban.
Prof. L. Schlemmer and Mr. Roger Allen.
Sponsor: A private company. (Completed 1984)
3.19 A Study of the Factors Associated with the Development of Christian 
Centres and their Social Implications.
Prof. L. Schlemmer and Elda Morran.
Sponsor: Diakonia. (Completed 1984)
3.20 Efficacy of Ante-and Post-natal Promotion of Breast-feeding in an 
Urban Black Community.
Ms. Francie Lund.
Sponsor: Internal (Completed 1984)
3.21 Cost of Living and Minimum living Level Study among Black Employees 
in the Richards Bay Civil Engineering Industry.
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Roger Allen, Edward. Russel 1 and.'assistants. 
Sponsor: A consortium of private companies. (Completed 1984)
3.22 A Study of Needs and Attitudes in Relation to Local Government 
in Greater Durban?
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Diana Haycock, Penelope Geerdts and assistants. 
Sponsor: Durban City Council. (Ongoing)
3.23 The Development of Training Methods in Community Organisation and 
Development Administration.
Prof. L. Schlemmer, Edward Russell, George Smith and various 
members of staff.
Sponsor: Konrad Adenauer Foundation. (Ongoing)
3.24 Group Image and Its Effects Upon Reactions to Group Communications 
Within a Large South AfricanGroup of Companies.
Roger A1 len. ~  C C
Sponsor: A private company. (Completed 1984)
3.25 An Analysis of Satisfaction and Dissatisfaction with Residence Life 
at the University of Natal's Durban Campus.'
Dr. Valerie Miller and Roger Allen.
Sponsor: University of Natal (Completed 1984)
3.26 A Study of Black Attitudes to Capitalism, Investment and Change 
in South Africa.
Prof. L. Schlemmer
Sponsor: Indicator S.A. (Ongoing, 1st major report completed 1984)
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IV. For projects and publications ongoing in the Development Studies 
Unit, refer to a separate list of projects and publications 
produced by the Development Studies Unit of the University of Natal, 
Durban.
9.
LIST OF PUBLICATIONS
APRIL 1985
10.
1954
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, (1954): Research Needs and P r io r i t ie sin  the S o c ia l Sciences. Proceedings of 
the Social Science Research Conference, 
Durban, July 1954. 105 pp. Conference
Proceedings Series (No.l). (OUT OF PRINT)
1956
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, (1956): Problems A ris ing  from theS tructure and Functioning o f  a M ulti- R acial S o c ie ty . Proceedings of the 
Social Science Research Conference, 
Durban, July 1955. 241 pp. Conference
Proceedings Series (No.2). (R2,00)
(OUT OF PRINT)
1957
MANN, J.W., (1957): The Problem o f  the Marginal P erso n a lity :A P sychologica l Study o f  a Coloured Group. 273 pp. Monograph Series (No.l). (OUT OF PRINT)
NAIDOO, N., (1957): The C liffd a le  Indian Community. 56 pp.
Occasional Paper Series (No.3). (OUT OF PRINT)
1959
NATAL REGIONAL SURVEY, (1959): Baumanville: A Study o f  an UrbanAfrican Community. Report No.5 in the 
Natal Regional Survey Series, Oxford 
University Press, Cape Town. 79 pp. 
Other Publications.
PAPP, C., (1959): Study o f  A frican Preferences in  A d v ertis ­ing. 84 pp. Research Report Series.(OUT OF PRINT)
RAMPHAL, C., (1959): An In ves tig a tio n  in to  Mental E ffic ien cyin  an Indian Afternoon School: A Studyin  Educational Psychology. 66 pp.
Occasional Paper Series (No.4). (OUT OF PRINT)
11.
1960
HOLLEMAN, J.F., and S. BIESHEUVEL, (1960): Attitudes of the White Mine-
workers' Community on the Copperbelt. (In 
Three Parts). 198 pp. Research Report 
Series (Confidential). (OUT OF PRINT)
1961
HOLLEMAN, J.F., and S. BIESHEUVEL, (1961): Attitudes of the White Mine-
workers' Community at Broken Bill. 50 pp. 
Research Report Series (Confidential).
(OUT OF PRINT)
RAMPHAL, C., (1961): The Study of Three Current Problems of
Indian Education. (Three volumes) 519 pp. 
Monograph Series (No.2).. (R3,00)
RUSSELL, M.J., (1961): Study of a South African Interracial
Neighbourhood. (Re-issue) 260 pp. 
Monograph Series (No.3). (R3,00)
1962
DANIEL, J.B.McI., (1962): The Geography of the Rural Economy of
Swaziland. (Part I Text, Part II Atlas 
of 60 maps). 353 pp. plus maps. Mono­
graph Series (No.5). (OUT OF PRINT)
HOLLEMAN, J.F., (1962): Cash, Cattle or Women - A Conflict of
Concepts in a Dual Economy. 19 pp. 
Occasional Paper Series (No.5). (OUT OF 
PRINT)
RUSSELL, M.J., and I.K. ALLAN, (1962): Unemployment Among the Indians
in Durban, 1962. M-2 pp. Occasional Paper 
Series (No.6). (R1,00)
1963
BADENHORST, L.T., (1963): Report on the Future Population of the Wit-
watersrand, and the Probable Fresh Meat 
Requirements, 1960-2000. 67 pp. Research
Report Series (Confidential). (OUT OF PRINT)
JONES, S., (1963): A Study of Swazi Nutrition. 26L pp. Mono­
graph Series (No.9). (R3,00) (OUT OF PRINT)
12.
1963 Continued 
MAGUBANE, B., (1963):
1964
BREESE, G., (1964):
BREESE, G., (1964): 
CURRIN, T.E.V., (1964)
HOLLEMAN, J.F., (Ed.) 
HOLLEMAN, J.F., (Ed.)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1964):
Sport and Politics in an 
Community: A Case Study 
Voluntary Organisation. 
Unpublished Thesis. (OCT
Urban African 
of African 
241 pp.
OF PRINT)
Urbanization in Old and New Countries. 
Proceedings of a Series of Lectures.
58 pp. Occasional Paper Series (No.7).
(RO,7 5)
Problems of Urbanization. Proceedings of 
a Series of Seminars. 57 pp. Occasional 
Paper Series (No.8). (R0,75)
: The Indian in Durban - An Exploratory
Study of the Roman Catholic Indian 
Minoritys With Special Emphasis on the 
Sociological Aspects of Conversion. 238 pp. 
Monograph Series (No.6). (OUT OF PRINT)
(1964): Experiment in Swaziland, Report of the
Swaziland Survey 3 1960. Oxford University 
Press9 Cape Town. 352 pp. Other Publica­
tions.
(1964): Problems of Transition: Proceedings of
the Social Sciences Research Conference3 
Julyj 1962.* Natal University Press,
P.0. Box 375, Pietermaritzburg, 3200.
284 pp. Other Publications.
* Out of print, but please see Addendum 
for individual papers plus Introductory 
Discussion, which are available for sale 
from this Institute. (R0,50 each)
"A Discussion of the Concept of Image as 
Applied to Industry, and the Results of a 
Preliminary Study Conducted in Johannesburg", 
Report No.l for a study of The Public Image 
of the Sugar Industry. 46 pp. Research
Report Series (Confidential). (OUT OF PRINT)
13.
1965
KUPER, L., (1965): 
SCHLEMMER, L., (1965):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1965): 
YOUNG, M.A., (1965):
An AfHaem Bourgeoisie: Race, Class and
Polities in South Africa. Yale University 
Press, New Haven. 452 pp. Other Publica­
tions.
Report No.2 for a Study of The Public 
Image of the South African Sugar Industry. 
(This report deals with the major findings 
of the survey). 205 pp. Research Report 
Series (Confidential). (R4,00)
Executive Summary of Report No.2, above.
26 pp. Research Report Series (Confiden­
tial). (R0,75)
Characteristics and Future Growth of the 
Population (of Bantu in Durban). Report 
No.l for the "Study of the Social Circum­
stances and Characteristics of Bantu in 
the Durban Region". 95 pp. Research 
Report Series. (R2,00)
1966
DICKIE-CLARK, H.F., (1966): The Marginal Situation: A Sociological
Study of a Coloured Group. Routledge and 
Kegan Paul, London. 226 pp. Other 
Publications.
SCHLEMMER, L., (1966): The Public Image of the South African Sugar
Industry. Report No.3 "The Attitudes of 
High School Children towards the Sugar 
Industry". 93 pp. Research Report Series 
(Confidential). (R3,00)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1966): The Image of Milk and the Dairy Industry
in Greater Durban: An Orientation Study 
Amongst Ewropecms in the Durban-Pinetown 
Region. 64 pp. plus Appendices including 
53 Tables. Research Report Series (Con­
fidential). (R2,00)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1966): "Economic and Social Integration of
Refugees from Hitler Europe", Part III of: 
Sichel, Frieda H., (Ed.), From Refugee to 
Citizen. A.A. Balkema, Cape Town and 
Amsterdam. Other Publications.
14.
1966 Continued 
SCHLEMMER, L., (1966):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1966): 
WATTS, H.L., (1966):
"The Resettlement of Indian Communities 
in Durban and Some Economic, Social and 
Cultural Effects on the Indian Community", 
in The Indian South African. South 
African Institute of Race Relations,
P.0. Box 97, Johannesburg, 2000. Other 
Publications.
"The Roots and Cure of Prejudice", Con­
text, (Supplement), Pretoria. Other Pub­
lications .
Student Enrolment in the University of 
Natal: A Brief Study of Existing Intake,
With Predictions of Future Enrolment.
60 pp. Research Report Series. (OUT OF 
PRINT)
WATTS, H.L., and N.K. LAMOND, (1966): The Social Circumstances of the
Bantu. Report No.2 for the "Study of the 
Social Circumstances and Characteristics 
of the Bantu in the Durban Region". (Re­
issue) 370 pp. Research Report Series. 
(R4,00)
WATTS, H.L., and C.D. SHEARING, (1966): Blood Donation: The Attitudes
and Motivation of Urban Bantu in Durban. 
210 pp. Research Report Series. (R3,00)
1967
DICKIE-CLARK, H.F., (1967): Socialism by Max Weber: A Translation
with an Introduction. (Re-issue) J+7 pp. 
Occasional Paper Series (No.11). (R1,00)
FERNANDEZ, J.W., (1967): Divinations, Confessions, Testimonies -
Zulu Confrontations with the Social 
Superstructure. 33 pp. Occasional Paper 
Series (No.9). (R1,00)
JACOBSON, Z., (1967): Enuresis: An Epidemiological Survey of
Enuresis. 127 pp. Occasional Paper 
Series (No.10). (R2,00)
WATTS, H.L., (1967): The Poverty Datum Line in Three Cities
and Four Towns in the Republic of South 
Africa. 28 pp. Fact Paper 'Series (No.l) 
(OUT OF PRINT)
15.
1967 Continued
WATTS, H.L., R.J. DAVIES, and G.H. WATERS, (1967): The Spatial Distri­
bution of the Present and Future Residen­
tial Population of Metropolitan Durban. 
(Re-issue) 273 pp. Research Report 
Series. (R5,00)
1968
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, (1968): Natal North Coast. An Excursion
Handbook of the "Focus on Cities" Con­
ference, 28 pp. Communications Series.
(.Rl, 50)
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, (1968): The City of Durban. An Excur­
sion Handbook of the "Focus on Cities" 
Conference, 37 pp. Communication Series. 
(Rl,50)
INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH, (1968): A Bantu Homeland. An Excursion
Handbook of the "Focus on Cities" Con­
ference. 57 pp. Communications Series. 
(RÏ.50)
LEVER, H., L. SCHLEMMER, and O.J.M. WAGNER, (1968): "A Factor Analysis
of Authoritarianism", Journal for Social 
Research, Vol.16, No.2, January, 1968.
Human Sciences Research Council, Private 
Bag X41, Pretoria, 0001. Journal 
Articles.
SCHLEMMER, L,, (1968): The Spatial Distribution of the Present
and Future Working Population of Metro­
politan Durban. 405 pp. Research Report 
Series. (R5,00)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1968): The Negro Ghetto Riots and South African
Cities. Topical Talks Series, South African 
Institute of Race Relations, P.0. Box 97, 
Johannesburg, 2000. Other Publications.
(OUT OF PRINT)
SCHLEMMER, L., and N.K. LAMOND, (1968): A Theoretical Approach to the
Study of the Hospital as a Social Organi­
sation. 43 pp. Occasional Paper Series. 
(No.12). (R1,00)
SCHLEMMER, L., H.L. WATTS, and E. HIGGINS, (1968): Trends in Growth,
Space Requirements and the Location of 
Retail and Personal Service Establishments 
in Metropolitan Durban. 306 pp. Research 
Report Series. (R5,00)
16.
1969
WATTS, H.L., and H.J. SIBISI, (1969):. Urban Bantu Bousing: A Detailed
Study and Re-appraisal of the Position in 
South Afrioa. 245 pp. Research Report 
Series (Confidential). (R5,00)
1970
JOHNSTON, P.H.W., (1970): British Emigration to Durban, South Afrioa:
A Sociological Examination of Richardson's 
Conceptual Framework. 52 pp. Occasional 
Paper Series. (No.13). (OUT OF PRINT)
LEVER, H. L. SCHLEMMER, and O.J.M. WAGNER, (1970): "Some Patterns and
Correlates of Informal Social Participation 
in a Densely Populated Flat-Dwelling Com­
munity in South Africa", in H.L. Watts (Ed) 
Focus on Cities. (See below).
SCHLEMMER, L., (1970):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1970):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1970):
WATTS, H.L., (Ed) (1970):
"The General Election of 1970 and Political 
Trends in South Africa", Kroniek van Afrika, 
No.3, Leiden, Holland, 1970. Van Gorcum & 
Company, n.v. Assen, Postgiro 802255, Nether­
lands . Journal Article.
Social Change and Political Policy in South 
Africa, South African Institute of Race 
Relations, P.0. Box 97, Johannesburg, 2000. 
Other Publications.
"Factors Underlying Apartheid", in Peter 
Randall (Ed), Anatomy of Apartheid, SPRO-CAS 
Occasional Publication No.l, Ravan Press,
P.0. Box 31134, Braamfontein, 2017. Other 
Publications■
Focus on Cities: Proceedings of a Con­
ference Organized by the Institute for 
Social Research at the University of Natal, 
Durban, 8th-12th July, 1968. 497 pp.
Conference Proceedings Series. (R5,00)
17.
1971
CLOSE, M.E., G.C. KINLOCH, and L. SCHLEMMER, (1971): "The Afrikaners as
an Emergent Minority: An Alternative View", 
British Journal of Sociology , Vol.23, No.2. 
Journal Article.
SCHLEMMER, L., (1971): "Future Political Implications of Present 
Trends", in Peter Randall (Ed), Directions 
of Change in South African Politics , SPRO- 
CAS Occasional Publication No.3. Ravan 
Press, P.0. Box 31134, Braamfontein, 2017. 
Other Publications.
SCHLEMMER, L., (1971): "Development in South Africa - Sociological 
Perspectives"., in Church and Development. 
Proceedings of a Conference held at the 
Missiological Institute, Umpumulo, Natal, 
1971. This publication can be ordered 
through this Institute. Other Publications. 
(Rl,20)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1971): "Strategies for Change in South Africa” , in 
Peter Randall (Ed), Towards Social Change: 
Report of the SPRO-CAS Social Commission. 
SPRO-CAS Publication No.6. Ravan Press, 
P.0. Box 3113L, Braamfontein, 2017. This 
publication is also obtainable from the 
Institute. Other Publications. (R1,00)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1971):
(Drafter of Chapter in 
consultation with other 
members of the SPRO-CAS 
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Memorandum Series. (Rl,60)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1983): In d u str ia l R elations in  South A frica: Notes on Future Scenarios3 Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal, 10 pp. 
Document and Memorandum Series. (R1.00)
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SCHLEMMER, L.,
SCHLEMMER, L.,
SCHLEMMER, L.,
SCHLEMMER, L.,
SCHLEMMER, L., 
SCHLEMMER, L.,
SCHLEMMER, L., 
SCHLEMMER, L.,
(1983):
(1983):
(1983):
Analysing Change in  South A frica , Durban, 
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, University 
of Natal. 12 pp . Document and Memorandum 
Series. (R1,00)
Black Needs and A spira tions fo r  Socio­economic Development: Some In sigh ts fromResearch, Durban, Centre for Applied Social 
Sciences, University of Natal. Paper 
presented at the Annual Conference of Cost 
and Management Accounts, 28-29 April, 1983.
15 pp. Document and Memorandum Series.
(Rl,25) —
Bridge or Barricade the C onstitu tion: AF irs t A ppraisal, (eds.) Feur de Villiers, 
Publisher Jonathan Bull Paperbacks - 
Johannesburg, in association with Sunday 
Times. Other Publications.
(1983): V ereistes in  'n Suid Afrikaanse Grondwet:
Enkele Vertrekpunte, Durban, Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University of Natal, 
22 pp. Document and Memorandum Series.
(Rl,60)
(1983): "South African Politics and the English
Speakers", in Leadership S .A ., Spring 1983, 
Vol. 2, No. 3. Journal Article.
(1983):
(1983):
(1983):
C on flic t in  South A frica: Build-up toRevolution or Impasse? Paper presented 
at workshop "Violence and Conflict Management 
in Divided Societies", Arnold Bergstraesser 
Institut, Freiburg, Germany, March 20-25.
37 pp. Communication Series. (R2.35)
Education and Change in  South A frica ,
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. Paper delivered at a 
seminar: "Education and Consociational
Conflict Management in Plural Societies", 
Metzeral, France, 25-26 March 1983. 16 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series. (Rl,30)
Coloured and Indian Reaction to  the C o n stitu tio n a l Proposals: In dica tion s fromRecent P o lls , Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal.
Address given to SAIC, 29 March 1983.
11 pp. Document and Memorandum Series.
(Rl,00) ■
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SCHLEMMER, L., (1983): Black Migrant Workers ' Views on Capitalism 3 
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal, 8 pp. Document and 
Memorandum Series. (R1,00)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1983): Socio-Economic Conditions and P o li t ic a l  Violence in  South A frica: A B rie f  Exploratory A n alysiss Durban, Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University of Natal 
Paper prepared for workshop: "The Socio- 
Economic Implications of Under-nutrition 
in South Africa - Strategies for the Future" 
Unit for Futures Research, University of 
Stellenbosch, April 22, 1983. 9 pp. 
Document and Memorandum Series. (R1,00)
WATTS, H.L. (ed.), 
Contributors:
DAVIES, R.J., D.A. LANGHAM, 
H.J. THOMAS, H.L. WATTS, 
(1983):
A Socio-Economic Baseline Regional Survey o f  the Richards Bay-Empangeni Regions 
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 509 pp.
Monograph No. 9.
WELLA, S (1983) The New Black Manager in C o n flic t. Problems o f  Adaptation in  Black Advancement, M.Soc.Sc. Thesis, 
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal, Durban. 1983.
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ALLEN, R.D.J., and 
L. SCHLEMMER., (1984):
Making Remote Ends Meet: Final Report on an In vestig a tio n  o f  Minimum and Supplemented Living L evels among Black Migrant Workers in the C iv il  Engineering Industry, Richards Bay. 
Durban, Centre for Applied Social 
Sciences, University of Natal. 67 pp. 
Research Report Series. (Confidential)
LUND, F., (1984): "Organising Around Health" in P. Daphne (ed.) Proceedings o f  the Symposium on Organising Against Underdevelopment. Centre for 
Research and Documentation, University 
of Zululand, Kwa Dlangezwa. Occasional 
Papers No 7. pp 37-46.
Other Publications
McCa r t h y, H., and 
L. SCHLEMMER, (1984):
Language P o li t ic s  in  the Workplace: Needs and Approaches in  Black School- Leaver Training. Durban, Centre 
for Applied Social Sciences, University 
of Natal. 19 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series (Rl,45)
M0LLER, V., (1984): Images o f  Retirem ent: An Exploratory Study among Black Domestic and Service  Workers. Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal. 
190 pp.
Research Report Series (RIO,00)
M0LLER, V., (1984): P ersistence and Change in  the South African Labour Migration System -  A Phase Model. 
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 30 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series (Rl,55)
Shortened version under the title:
"Change in the South African Labour Migration 
System: A Phase Model" in H. Giliomee and 
L. Schlemmer (eds), Up Against the Fences: P overty, Passes and P riv ileg e  in South A frica . Cape Town: David Philip,
Other Publications
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M0LLER, V., (1984):
M0LLER, V., (1984):
M0LLER, V., and 
R.D.J. ALLEN., (1984):
M0LLER, V., L. SCHLEMMER, 
and H.G. STRIJDOM., (1984):
MORRAN, E.S., and 
L. SCHLEMMER., (1984):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1984):
Contract Workers ’ Perceptions o f  Return Migration : A South African Case Study.
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 90 pp.
Research Report Series. (R5,00)
Social Pensions and Retirement from Labour Migrancy: A Survey Evaluation o fExpectations and Experience.
Communication presented to the Committee 
of Inquiry into Social Pension Matters 
in KwaZulu. Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal. 34 pp. 
Research Report Series. (Rl,70)
The Student in Residence: An A nalysiso f  S a tis fa c tio n  and D issa tis fa c tio n  with Residence L ife  a t  the U niversity  o f  
N atal's Durban Campus - B rie f  Report on two 
Follew-up S tudies. Durban, Centre for Appliei 
Social Sciences, University of Natal. 74 pp. 
Research Report Series (R4,20)
Poverty and Q uality o f  L ife  among Blacks in South A frica . Carnegie Conference 
Paper No 6. Paper presented at the 
Second Carnegie Inquiry into Poverty 
and Development in Southern Africa.
Cape Town: 13-19 April, 1984. 34 pp.
Other Publications
Faith fo r  the Fearful? An In vestig a tio n  in to  New Churches in  the Greater Durban Area, Durban, Centre for Applied
Social Sciences, University of Natal. 235 pp. 
Research Report Series. (R9,50)
White P o li t ic s  in Mid 1984: A Stable Trendor M obilisation fo r  Right Wing Resurgence, 
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 7 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series. (R1,00)
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SCHLEMMER, L., (1984):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1984):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1984):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1984):
SCHLEMMER, L., (1984)1
SCHLEMMER, L., and 
M.D. McGRATH., (1984):
SCHLEMMER, L., and 
V. M0LLER., (1984):
C on flic t in South A frica: TheContinuing Stalem ate. Durban,
Centre for Applied Social Sciences,
University of Natal. 36 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series. (R2,30) 
also under the title:
"Build-up to Revolution or Impasse?"Journal o f  Asian and African S tud ies,
Vol 18, No 1-2, 1983. PP 60-82.
Journal Article.
In flu x  Control, Urbanisation and P olicy  Reform: Rotes fo r  D iscussion. Durban,
Centre for Applied Social Sciences,
University of Natal.'- 8 pp.
Communication Series (R1,00)
"Die Verkiesing wat Niemand nie en Almal 
Gewen Het", Buurman, Vol 15, No 1, 
(September/November): pp 4-5.
Journal Article.
The Carrot or the S tick : R eflec tio n son the Reform Process in South A frica .
Presidential Address to the Johannesburg 
Institute of Race Relations, 7th September. 28 pp. 
and S.A. Institute of Race Relations.
Other _Publications,
Race R elations in to  the 21st Century.
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 17 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series (Rl,25)
Also under the title:
"Race Relations: Much Anxiety in Store for 
Privileged of all Races".
EnergoSy No 10, Part I, pp 73-83.
Journal Article
Anglovaal Operating Environment:Long-Range Scenarios fo r  Corporate Planning. Durban, Indicator SA and 
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 65 pp.
Research Report Series (Confidential)
Emergent S tress  in the Migrant Labour System: An Empirical Examination.
Durban, Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal, 57 pp.
Research Report Series (R3,35)
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SCHLEMMER, L., C. FOURIE, 
A. GUMEDE, V. GUMEDE AND 
T.G. COUGHLIN (1984)
SCHLEMMER, L., P. GEERDTS 
AND L. VAN SCHALKWYK 
(1984)
SCHLEMMER, L., (1984)
WELLA, S.s (1984)
Informal Communities in Greater Durban, 
Durban, Inkatha Institute. 92 pp.
Other Publications
"Industrial Relations in South Africa: 
Some Evidence for a Future Scenario", In d u str ia l R ela tions Journal o f  South A frica, Vol 4, No 11, pp 40-49.
Journal Article
"Education and Change in South Africa" Z e its c h r i f t  fu r  erziehungs-und so zia lw issen sch a ftlich e  forschung.
Í. Jahrgang - 1984 Heft 2, Durban.
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal, 1984. pp 253-265
Experiences o f  Black Engineering Students in  a White U n iversity. Durban, Centre 
for Applied Social Sciences, University 
of Natal. 32 pp.(R2,10)
Document and Memorandum Series
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ALLEN, ROGER D.J. 
(1985)
Group Image and I t s  E ffec ts  Upon Reactions to  Group Communications Within a Large South African Group o f  Companies: Durban, Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University 
of Natal. (Confidential)
Document and Memorandum Series
CROSS, R.C. 
(1985)
"If You Have Not Got Land You Are Not A Man At A ll": Land Tenure and Social Thought in  KwaZulu. Durban, Centre 
for Applied Social Sciences, University 
of Natal. (Forthcoming)
Research Report Series
GEERDTS, PENELOPE AND 
LAWRENCE SCHLEMMER 
(1985)
The Holiday Visitor* to  Durban, A Survey o f  S a tis fa c tio n s , Preferences and Problems. Durban, Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University 
of Natal. (Confidential until further 
notice).
Document and Memorandum Series.
GILIOMEE, H., AND 
L. SCHLEMMER. (EDS). 
(1985)
Up Against the Pences: P overty, Passes and P r iv ileg e  in South A frica.
Cape Town: David Philip.
Other Publications : This includes the 
following research chapters by CASS staff:
M0LLER, V., AND 
L. SCHLEMMER
"Migrant Workers: A P ro file  o f  th e ir  Rural Resources"
SCHLEMMER, L. "The Fence o f  Opportunity: Black Reactions and Influx Control in  South Africa".
SCHLEMMER, L. "Squatter Communities: Safety Valves in the Rural-Urban Nexus"
SCHLEMMER, L., AND 
V. M0LLER
"Constraint, S tress  and Reaction: The Response o f  Migrant C on tract■ Workers to  th e ir  S itu a tion .
GRIESEL, H., AND 
L. SCHLEMMER 
(1985)
Black School-Leavers in the Urban In d u str ia l Work Environment: Educational Bridges and Language Heeds. Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of 
Natal.
Document and Memorandum Series
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M0LLER, V., 
(1985)
Rural Blacks ' Perceptions o f  Basic Need Fulfilm ent: Preliminary findings from 
a national survey of Basic Needs and 
Quality of Life. Durban, Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University of 
Natal.
Document and Memorandum Series
M0LLER, V., L. SCHLEMMER 
T.G. COUGHLIN AND 
M.D. DLAMINI (1985)
Future Dwelling Preferences o f  H o ste l-  Dwelling Migrants: A Study of the 
Housing Needs of Stevedores in the 
Durban Metropolitan Area. Durban, 
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. (Confidential)
NAPIER , C., AND 
L. SCHLEMMER (1985)
Broken Promises and Lost O pportu n ities: A Study o f  the Reactions o f  White and 
Coloured R esidents o f  Port S t Johns to  the Control o f  the Area by a Black A dm inistration. Maurice Webb Race 
Relations Unit and Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal, 
Durban. 67 pp. (R15,00)
Research Report Series
SCHLEMMER, L. (1985) Disinvestm ent: The Real Challenge to  Apartheid or a W ell-In ten tioned  D isa ster: Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal. 
Document and Memorandum Series
Also under the title:
"The Dynamic of Sanctions" D isinvestm ent 
pp 39-43. A Leadership Publication.
Other Publications
SCHLEMMER, L. (1985) "Black Factory Workers' View on the 
role of Trade Unions in their 
lives" in In d u str ia l Relations  
Journal o f  South A frica: Vol 5 
(1) 1985, pp.44 - 45 
Journal Article.
SCHLEMMER, L. (1985) „Die Boodskap aan die Muur", in Die Suid-Afrikaan, Stellenbosch: 
Herfs, 1985, Vol 3, pp 25-27, 
Journal Article
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VAN ZUYDAM-REYNOLDS, A., 
AND E. de GROOT (1985)
ZINGEL, 0., AND 
L. SCHLEMMER (1985)
Women -in the Labour Market: S t a t i s t i c a lReport to  the Women's Bureau o f  South A frica . Durban, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal. 
Document and Memorandum Series
'Reaching fo r  More’: The UmgababaA g ricu ltu ra l P ro jec t Evaluation.
Durban, Centre for Applied Social 
Sciences, University of Natal.
Report Commissioned by the KwaZulu 
Training Trust 11 pp.
Document and Memorandum Series
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INDICATOR SA. A Quarterly Analysis of Socio-Political and Economic 
Trends.
Indicator SA Sample Issue, 1983 January
Indicator SA Vol 1 No 1, 1983
Indicator SA Vol 1 No 2, 1983
Indicator SA Vol 1 No 3, 1983
Indicator SA Vol 2 No 1, 1984 March
Indicator SA Vol 2 No 2, 1984 July
Indicator SA Vol 2 No 3, 1984 October
Indicator SA Vol 2 No 4, 1985 January
In addition to the above quarterly Issues a number of Monographs have 
appeared as part of the INDICATOR SA Series, called the ISSUE FOCUS Series.
SCHLEMMER, L., 
(1983)
SCHLEMMER, L., 
(1983)
SCHLEMMER, L.,
P. Geerdts, and 
L. Van Schalkwyk 
(1983)
C o n flic t in  South A frica : Build-up to  Revolution or 'Impasse'? Indicator SA.
Centre for Applied Social Sciences,
University of Natal, Durban.
An O rien tation  to  In d u s tr ia l R ela tions in  South A frica . Indicator SA, Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University of 
Natal Durban.
The Natal Pension S tr ik e s :  A Research Preview. 
Indicator SA. Centre for Applied Social 
Sciences, University of Natal, Durban.
SCHLEMMER, L.,
P. Geerdts, and 
L. Van Schalkwyk 
(1983)
In d u s tr ia l R ela tions in South A frica:  
Some evidence fo r  a fu tu re  scenario. 
Indicator SA. Centre for Applied Social 
Sciences, University of Natal, Durban.
HOWE, G., 
(1984)
In d u s tr ia l R elations in  South A frica  1982-1984. A Comparative Review o f  S t a t i s t i c s  and Trends. 
Indicator SA. Centre for Applied Social 
Sciences, University of Natal, Durban.
SCHLEMMER, L., Black Worker A ttitu d e s:  P o l i t ic a l  Options,
(1984) C apitalism  and Investm ent in  South A frica .
Indicator SA: Issue Focus. Durban,
Centre for Applied Social Sciences, 
University of Natal. 49 pp (R15,00)
Other Publications.
57.
BOT, M., 
(1985)
School B oycotts 1984: The C r is is  o f  A frican  Education: Indicator SA, Centre for Applied 
Social Sciences, University of Natal.
SCHLEMMER,
(1985)
L., D isinvestm ent: New Research on Black Reactions in  South A frica . Indicator SA: Centre for 
Applied Social Sciences, University of Natal, 
Durban.
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DEVELOPMENT STUDIES UNIT 
1983:
NATTRASS, J. 
NATTRASS, J. 
NATTRASS, J.
NATTRASS, J.
NATTRASS, 0.
NATTRASS, 0.
NATTRASS, J. 
NATTRASS, U. 
NATTRASS, J.
The dynamics of black rural poverty in South 
Africa, Working Paper No. 1, Development Studies 
Unit, Durban, 1983, 16pp.
The dynamics of urbanisation in South Africa,
Working Paper No. 2, Development Studies Unit, 
Durban, 1983, 23pp.
The impact of selected aspects of government 
policy on inflation, paper presented at the 
Afrikaanse Handel sinstituut Conference on 
Inflation, Johannesburg, 1983, mi meo.
The social responsibility of business, paper 
presented at the Natal Chamber of Industries 
Conference on the Changing Face of Industrial 
Relations, Durban, 1983, mimeo.
Factors affecting wage negotiations, paper 
presented at Manpower and Management Foundation 
Conference on Unemployment, Johannesburg, 1983, 
mimeo.
Critical factors for free enterprise, paper 
presented at Manpower and Management Foundation 
Conference on Unemployment, Johannesburg, 1983, 
mimeo.
KwaZulu: a profile of underdevelopment, paper 
presented at USSALEP Conference on Development for 
Employment, Tongaat, 1983, mimeo.
Some aspects of labour mobility in South Africa, 
Industrial Relations Journal of South Africa,
3(2), 1983, pp.7-22.
The basic needs approach to development in the 
South African context, Industrial Relations 
Journal of South Africa, 3(4), 1983, pp.24-31.
POWELL, I* and The Lesotho woodlot project: progress, problems
WELLINGS, P. and prospects, Working Paper No. 5, Development
Studies Unit, Durban, 1983, 34pp.
WELLINGS, P. What a waste of manna : aid, industry and the
public accounts of Lesotho, Staff Paper No. 1, 
Development Studies Unit, Durban, 1983, 41pp.
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WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P and 
MATSABA, K*
WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P. 
WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P.
WELLINGS, P. and 
CRUSH, J*.
WELLINGS, P. and 
CRUSH, J*.
WELLINGS, P and 
MCCARTHY, J.
WELLINGS, P. and 
POWELL, I*.
Modelling access to a basic need: the provision
of primary health care in rural Lesotho, Working 
Paper No. 3, Development Studies Unit, Durban, 
1983, 41 pp.
A case of mistaken identity: the squatters of
Lesotho, Working Paper No. 4, Development Studies 
Unit, Durban, 1983, 43pp.
Conservation education in Lesotho, in: G. Schmitz 
(ed.), Lesotho: Environment and Management, Vol
1, (Lesotho: Morija Press, 1983), pp.89-99.
'Making a fast buck1: capital leakage and the
public accounts of Lesotho, African Affairs, 82 
(329), 1983, pp.495-507.
Unaided education in Kenya : blessing or blight? 
Research in Education, 29 (1), 1983, pp.11-28.
Teaching development geography : observations from 
the periphery, Journal of Geography in Higher 
Education, 7 (1), 1983, pp.15-22.
Rethinking regional inequality : the case of
Kenya, South African Geographical Journal, 65
(1), 1983, pp.13-24.
Penetrating the frontier : the geography of Third 
World education, South African Geographical 
Journal, 65 (2), 1983, pp.87-110.
Modelling access to a basic need : the provision 
of primary health care in rural Lesotho, The 
South African Geographer, 11 (2), 1983, pp.127-148.
The Southern African pleasure periphery, 1966- 
1983, The Journal of Modern African Studies, 21
(4), 1983, pp.673-698.
Tourism and dependency in Southern Africa : the 
prospects and planning of tourism in Lesotho, 
Applied Geography, 3 (3), 1983, pp.205-223.
Whither Southern African human geography?, Area 
(Journal of the Institute of British Geographers),
15 (4), 1983, pp.337-345.
The Lesotho Woodlot Project : progress, problems 
and prospects, Development Studies Southern 
Africa, 5 (3), 1983, pp.350-370.
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WELLINGS, P
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ARDINGTON, 
ARDINGTON, 
MAY, J.O.
MAY, 0.0.
MAY, J.D. 
PETERS, A
MAY, J.D. 
PETERS, A,
MOLL, T.
Political orientations and social polarisation in 
Kenya: peripheralisation and the role of
education, in: D. Drakaki s-Smi th and S.W. 
Williams (eds.), Internal Colonialism: Essays 
around a Theme, (Edinburgh: Institute of British 
Geographers Monograph No. 3, 1983), pp. 117-135.
Review essay: Decolonizing the human geography of
Southern Africa (Amsterdam: Special issue of 
Tydschrift voor Economische en Sociale Geografie, 
73 (4), 1982), edited by Jonathan Crush, Henk 
Reitsma and Chris Rogerson. In: Journal of Modern 
African Studies, 21(3), 1983, pp.360-364.
E.M. Poverty and development in a rural community in 
KwaZulu, Working Paper No. 9, Development Studies 
Unit, Durban, 1984, 151pp.
E.M. Decentralised industry, poverty and development in 
rural KwaZulu, Working Paper No. 10,Develop­
ment Studies Unit,Durban, 1984, 119pp.
The distribution of wealth in rural Transkei,
paper presented at the Eighth Biennial Conference 
of the Transkei and Ciskei Research Society, 
Umtata, 1984, mimeo.
An economic assessment of essential services and 
subsistence production in Rural Transkei, Final 
report to National Planning Committee of Transkei, 
October 1984, 195pp.
and A study of income and expenditure and other socio- 
H. e c o n o m i c  s t r uctures in rural K w a Z u l u  -
Mbongolwane, Final Report to KwaZulu Development 
Corporation, November, 1984, 127pp.
and A study of income and expenditure and other socio-
H. economic structures in rural KwaZulu - Madadeni,
Final Report to KwaZulu Development Corporation, 
November 1984, 109pp.
A mixed and threadbare bag : poverty, employment 
and incomes in Lower Roza, Transkei, Working 
Paper No. 8,Development Studies Unit, Durban, 
1984, 50 pp.
MOLL, T. Portrait of a Transkei town, Indicator South 
Africa Rural Monitor, 2 (3),1984, pp.10-12.
MPANZA, Z. A profile of registered unemployed in the Durban 
Area, Rural-Urban Studies Unit Working Paper 
No. 1, Development Studies Unit, Durban, 1984, 
41pp.
NATTRASS, J. Unemployment in South Africa - where do the unions 
come into the Picture? Paper presented at Urban 
Training Project 9th Combined Unions Executive 
Seminar, Hammanskraal, 1984, mimeo.
NATTRASS, J. The fiscal aspects of dependency : Sputh Africa's 
Homelands, paper given at University of Natal 
Economic History Conference, Durban 1984, 
mimeo.
NATTRASS, J. The challenges to be faced in mobilizing blacks 
for greater involvement in the South African 
econony, paper presented at the National African 
Federated Chamber of Commerce and Industry 20th 
Annual Conference, Durban, 1984, mimeo.
NATTRASS, J. The changes for black participation in real free 
enterprise, paper presented at the Soweto 
Convention on Economic Development held by the 
Soweto Chamber of Commerce and Industries, Soweto, 
1984, mimeo.
NATTRASS, J. The creation of work, Human Resources, A 
Leadership SA Publication, 1984-1985, pp.19-27.
NATTRASS, J. Approaches to the problem of unemployment in South 
Africa, Indicator South Africa Economic Monitor,
2 (1) 1984, pp.1-7.
NATTRASS, J. Factors affecting wage negotiations, Indicator 
South Africa Economic Monitor,2 (2),1984, pp.3-6.
NATTRASS, J. Economic aspects of the new constitution. 
Indicator South Africa Economic Monitor, 2 (3), 
1984, pp.1-4.
NATTRASS, J. The South African economy : the route to the year 
2000, Energos, 10, 1984, pp.14-24.
NATTRASS, J. Rural poverty in KwaZulu, Reality, 16 (6),1984, 
pp.12-15.
NATTRASS, J. Approaches to employment creation in South Africa,
Natal Town and Regional Planning Main Series 
Report, Vol. 54, Pietermaritzburg, 1984. 93pp.
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PETERS, A.H. 
MAY. J.D.
PETERS, A.H. 
MAY, J.D.
WELLINGS, P
WELLINGS, P 
CRUSH, J*.
WELLINGS, P 
SUTCLIFFE,
WELLINGS, F
WELLINGS, F 
SUTCLIFFE,
WELLINGS, P
WELLINGS, P. 
CRUSH, J.*
0 2.
. Unemployment in South Africa : where do the unions
come into the picture? Industrial Relations 
Journal of South Africa, 4(4), 1984, pp.45-54.
. Street trading in the Transkei : a struggle
against poverty, persecution and prosecution,
Working Paper No. 7, Development Studies Unit, 
Durban, 1984, 35pp.
and A study of income and expenditure and other socio­
economic structures in rural KwaZulu - Mapumulo,
Final Report to KwaZulu Development Corporation, 
July 1984, 120pp.
and A study of income and expenditure and other socio­
economic structures in rural KwaZulu - eSikhaweni,
Final Report to KwaZulu Development Corporation, 
October 1984, 112pp.
. The reductionist myth and reactionary development
geography, Journal of Geography in Higher 
Education, 8 (2), 1984, pp.199-203.
Forbidden fruit and the export of vice : tourism 
in Lesotho and Swaziland, in: S. Britton and W. 
Clark (eds.), Ambiguous alternative: tourism in 
small developing countries, (Suva: Commonwealth 
Development Bureau, 1984).
'. and 'Developing' the urban informal sector in South
M. Africa : the reformist paradigm and its
fallacies, Development and Change, 15 (4), 1984, 
pp.517-550.
'. South Africa : recession, capital drainage and the
bantustans, paper given at Institute of British 
Geographers Annual Conference, January 1984, 60pp, 
mimeo.
’. and St. Wendolin's and the issue of incorporation into 
M. KwaZulu, Built Environment Support Group Report, 
University of Natal, May 1984, 8pp.
Review essay: Sanctions: the threat to South 
Africa (Johannesburg: Jonathan Ball, 1982), by 
Tony Koenderman. In: Journal of Modern African 
Studies, 22 (2), 1984, pp.315-318.
and Research into tourism in Southern Africa, in: 
J. Cobbe, D. Sefali and D. Ambrose (eds.), 
Southern Africa: research for development, 
(Lesotho, Morija Press, 1984.
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WELLINGS, P. 
WELLINGS, F
WELLINGS,
SUTCLIFFE,
Review essay; Changing South Africa: political 
considerations, (Manchester: Manchester University 
Press, 1982), by Sam Nolutshungu. In: Journal of 
African Studies, 11 (2), 1984, pp.92-94.
Core-periphery relations in the Southern African 
space-economy with specific reference to their 
influence on intergroup relations, Final Report 
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